
Hot Smoke-Grilled salmon with Sishado marinade  
              

 

Preparation time: (10-15 min)  

Temperature: Indirect 200C (392 f)  

Internal temperature 62-64 C (144 f) 

 

 Supplies  

• 750 grams of Salmon  

• 2 tsp White pepper  

• 90 ml Sishado Sweet-Salt marinade 

• 30 ml Teriyake marinade  

• 2 tsp Garlic powder  

• Wood chips apple, cherry or beech  

• Liquid butter or non-stick spray  

• Ceder plank/ Grill rack 

• Ziplock freezer bag 

 

Preparation 

1. Put the salmon in a ziplock freezer bag. 

2. Put the Sishado marinade, garlic powder, white pepper and Teriyake marinade all together and mix it 

well.  

3. Put the mixture on the salmon and spread it all over.  

4. Put the salmon with the skin side up so that the salmon can suck up the marinade well.  

5. Close the freezer bag. Please note that the air is removed as much as possible. (vacuum works even 

better)  

6. Leave the salmon for at least 4 hours in to the refrigerator, the longer the better.  

7. Remove the salmon from the refrigerator.  

8. Preheat the BBQ to 200 C and prepare the BBQ for a indirect zone.  

9. If the BBQ in on temperature you can put the wood chips on the charcoal and make sure that the BBQ 

have good smoke before you putt the salmon in.  

10. Grab a grill rack/ceder plank and glease it with a little butter or non-stick spray. 

11. Cook the salmon for about 10-15 minutes.  

12. Glaze the salmon while grilling. Glaze it with the marinde ( Sishado Sweet-Salt or BBQ marinade)  

13. At 62 C the salmon is ready so you can take it off.  

 

Tip: Cut the spring onion into thin rings and sprinkle this over the salmon (and possibly some fried onions for 

some crunchiness).  

 

Tip for a Side dish:  

• Grilled asparagus and Cherry tomatoes.  

• Potato dish with cream, broccoli, basil, onion and cheese. 

 


